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Monday 26th March 2018
Dear Parent/Carer,
To continue our successful IPC curriculum this year, each class will be focusing on a new topic.
After Easter, the Falcons, Kestrels and Harriers will be studying the theme of ‘Temples, Tombs and
Treasures’. This focuses on Ancient Egypt. Our aim is to set up and open our own museum at the
end of term, for you to be able to come and see all the fantastic paintings, models and artefacts we
will have created.
To start the topic, we will be launching with an exciting ‘WOW’ day on Monday 16th April. If the
children would like to get dressed up, our theme will be explorers/archaeologists or holiday visitors
to Egypt.
During the day, the children will be involved in a variety of activities. They will be building pyramids,
decorating them with Egyptian symbols, discussing what treasures they see as precious and sharing
their research into what they have found out already about Ancient Egypt.
During the Easter holiday, as project homework, we would like your child to do some research into
one aspect of Ancient Egypt and present it in a creative and colourful way. They could choose a topic
such as the Nile, the pyramids, the Sphinx, mummies or hieroglyphs, or whatever they like. They
might create a poster, a leaflet or make a model, they might present work on a pyramid-shaped
piece of paper – whatever they decide.
We look forward to seeing the results of their efforts.
Yours sincerely,

Sue Thompson

Gary Easby

Julie Cornish

Falcons’ Class Teacher

Harriers’ Class Teacher

Kestrels’ Class Teacher
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